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A B S T R A C T

The hydroxymethylpyrimidine phosphate kinases (HMPPK) encoded by the thiD gene are involved in the thia-
mine biosynthesis pathway, can perform two consecutive phosphorylations of 4-amino-5-hydroxymethyl-2-
methyl pyrimidine (HMP) and are found in thermophilic and mesophilic bacteria, but only a few character-
izations of mesophilic enzymes are available. The presence of another homolog enzyme (pyridoxal kinase) that
can only catalyze the first phosphorylation of HMP and encoded by pdxK gene, has hampered a precise anno-
tation in this enzyme family. Here we report the kinetic characterization of two HMPPK with structure available,
the mesophilic and thermophilic enzyme from Salmonella typhimurium (StHMPPK) and Thermus thermophilus
(TtHMPPK), respectively. Also, given their high structural similarity, we have analyzed the structural determi-
nants of protein thermal stability in these enzymes by molecular dynamics simulation. The results show that
pyridoxal kinases (PLK) from gram-positive bacteria (PLK/HMPPK-like enzymes) constitute a phylogenetically
separate group from the canonical PLK, but closely related to the HMPPK, so the PLK/HMPPK-like and canonical
PLK, both encoded by pdxK genes, are different and must be annotated distinctly. The kinetic characterization of
StHMPPK and TtHMPPK, shows that they perform double phosphorylation on HMP, both enzymes are specific
for HMP, not using pyridoxal-like molecules as substrates and their kinetic mechanism involves the formation of
a ternary complex. Molecular dynamics simulation shows that StHMPPK and TtHMPPK have striking differences
in their conformational flexibility, which can be correlated with the hydrophobic packing and electrostatic
interaction network given mainly by salt bridge bonds, but interestingly not by the number of hydrogen bond
interactions as reported for other thermophilic enzymes.
Enzymes: EC 2.7.1.49, EC 2.7.4.7, EC 2.7.1.35, EC 2.7.1.50

1. Introduction

Thiamin pyrophosphate, the active form of vitamin B1, is an es-
sential cofactor in all living systems and is synthesized through phos-
phorylation of thiamin phosphate. The precursors for thiamin phos-
phate are HMP-PP (4-amino-5-hydroxymethyl-2-methylpyrimidine
pyrophosphate) and THZ-P (4-methyl-5-β-hydroxyethylthiazole phos-
phate), which are formed in separated metabolic branches and then

coupled together by thiamin phosphate synthase. In bacteria like
Escherichia coli, the HMP and thiazole moiety can be synthesized de
novo or salvaged for reuse in thiamin synthesis [1]. The crucial salvage
step of the thiazole moiety is the ATP-dependent phosphorylation to
THZ-P by the THZ kinase (EC 2.7.1.50), while salvage of HMP is ac-
complished by its phosphorylation to HMP-P, by the HMP kinase ac-
tivity (HMPK, EC 2.7.1.49). Interestingly, the enzyme with this activity
is able to catalyze two related reactions in consecutive steps; besides the
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phosphorylation of HMP to give HMP-P, the same enzyme catalyzes the
phosphorylation of its reaction product to generate hydro-
xymethylpyrimidine pyrophosphate (HMPPK, EC 2.7.4.7) being this
last reaction an essential step for the biosynthesis of thiamin pyr-
ophosphate [2]. In both reactions, the phosphoryl donor is ATP and the
gene that encodes for this enzyme is denominated thiD (Fig. 1), which
was first described in Escherichia coli [3].

Nonetheless, HMP can also be phosphorylated by pyridoxal kinase
(PLK, EC 2.7.1.35) an enzyme that participates in the synthesis of
pyridoxal phosphate (vitamin B6) [4,5], encoded by the pdxK gene.

Structure determination has allowed to classify these three kinases
(HMPPK, THZ, and PLK) as homologs and members of the vitamin ki-
nases family that belongs to the ribokinase superfamily [6]. Members of
this superfamily accept a wide range of substrates, all of which are
phosphorylated at a hydroxyl group. Surprisingly, the HMPPK enzyme,
as mentioned above, catalyzes another type of phosphorylation, where
the phosphate group is transferred to a phosphomethyl group of HMP-P.
To date, HMPPK enzymes from E. coli, B. subtilis, and S. aureus have
been experimentally proven to perform two consecutive phosphoryla-
tion steps [5,7,8]. Unfortunately, no crystallographic structures are
available for these enzymes. Nevertheless, uncharacterized in vitro
HMPK from S. typhimurium and T. thermophilus are deposited on the
protein data bank (PDB: 1JXH and 1UB0, respectively). Differently, the
structures of several PLK have been determined and their enzymatic
properties were characterized [9–12]. Although PLK and HMPPK en-
zymes are homologs and have similar active sites, they display very
different catalytic properties. Beside HMP, pyridoxal kinase can cata-
lyze the mono-phosphorylation of pyridoxal, pyridoxine, and pyridox-
amine to their 5′ phosphates, while HMPPK has been reported to only
participate in the thiamine synthesis pathway, being able only to
phosphorylate HMP and HMP-P.

The presence of two different enzymes able to catalyze the phos-
phorylation of HMP (PLK and HMPPK) encoded by different homologs
genes (pdxK and thiD), has generated miss annotation of gene functions
in this family. Initially, the gene responsible for the phosphorylation of
HMP to HMP-P in E. coli was named thiJ and later, it was demonstrated
that its product was the same as that of the pdxK gene (PLK enzyme)
and that the product of the thiD gene, beside HMPPK activity, also
exhibited HMP kinase activity [8,13]. In Bacillus subtilis, the gene pro-
duct initially annotated as thiD had HMP kinase and PLK activity and
therefore it was re-annotated as pdxK, whereas the gene initially
identified as yjbV was later re-annotated as thiD, since it has HMPK and
HMPPK activity [5]. A similar misunderstanding occurred with the
HMP kinase activity present in S. aureus, where the PLK was mis-
annotated as HMPPK (phosphomethylpyrimidine kinase, UniProt
A0A0H3JTP0), but was demonstrated that have PLK and HMPK activity
[11,14].

Structural analysis of the active site of bacterial enzymes annotated
as PLK revealed two distinct groups; the first one being highly similar to
eukaryotic pyridoxal kinases, whereas the second is similar to HMPPKs
and have been only reported in Gram positive bacteria. This led
Newman et al. [10] to propose this group of enzymes as a new subclass

called “PLK/HMPP kinase-like”. Likewise, Nodwell et al. described that
PLK (PLK/HMPPK-like) from S. aureus is a new sub-family of enzymes,
different from those encoded by the canonical pdxK gene [11]. Analysis
of the evolutive history of the bifunctional HMPK-PLK activity trait of
PLK/HMPPK-like, employing ancestral enzyme reconstruction, showed
that the common ancestor between HMPPK and PLK/HMPPK-like was
specific for HMP, showing that the emergence of PLK activity in the
PLK/HMPPK-like group corresponds to a parallel event with respect to
the canonical PLKs, as it was previously hypothesized [10,15]. How-
ever, a complete picture of the phylogenetic relationships between PLK,
HMPPK and PLK/HMPPK-like enzymes is missing. For this purpose, we
performed a phylogenetic analysis and the results obtained contribute
to shed light on the gene annotation of PLK/HMPPK-like and canonical
PLK enzymes.

Structurally, the only crystallographic structures available for
HMPPK enzymes are the ones from Salmonella typhimurium (StHMPPK)
and Thermus termophillus (TtMPPK). Although these enzymes only share
52% of sequence identity, they have an almost identical structure with
an RMSD of 1.2 Å. Moreover, they belong to bacterial species that in-
habit ecological niches with very different temperatures and no bio-
chemical or kinetic information is available for them. To asses if the
double phosphorylation and substrate specificity traits described for
HMPPK are ubiquitous and conserved, we performed the kinetic char-
acterization of both enzymes. Furthermore, we also carried out com-
putational studies to explore the structural differences responsible for
their differential thermal stability, showing that these proteins con-
stitute an excellent model to study differences in this property given
their homology and high structural similarity.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Multiple sequence alignment and phylogenetic inference

Sequences were retrieved by a direct search of proteins annotated as
ThiD, PdxK, and PdxY from the UniProtKB database [16]. A multiple
sequence alignment with structural restrictions was built with Pro-
mals3D [17], using the structural information derived from the crys-
tallographic structures of the HMPPK from S. typhimurium (PDB 1JXI)
and T. thermophilus (PDB 1UB0), and the PLK/HMPPK-like from S.
aureus (PDB 4C5J) and B. subtilis (PDB 2I5B). The evolutionary model
was chosen using ProtTest v3.4.2. through AICc and Bayes Information
Criterion (BIC) [18]. A maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree was built
employing PhyML, using an LG matrix as fixed model, with gamma-
shaped variation across sites and a proportion of invariant sites [19].
Node robustness was assessed by the likelihood ratio test.

2.2. Protein expression and purification

The genes for StHMPPK (UniProt P55882) and TtHMPPK (UniProt
Q5SKG3) were synthesized (Genscript, Piscataway, NJ, USA) with N-
terminal His tag, TEV cleavage site, codon-optimized for expression in
E. coli, cloned in the modified pET-TEV-15b vector and expressed in E.
coli BL21(DE3). Cells were cultured at 37 °C, containing 100 μg/mL
ampicillin in LB and terrific broth for StHMPPK and TtHMPPK, re-
spectively. Protein expression was induced by adding 0.5 mM iso-
propyl-D-thiogalactopyranoside at OD600 0.5–0.6 and 0.8 for
StHMPPK and TtHMPPK, respectively. The cultures were grown over-
night at 30 °C and the cells were harvested by centrifugation, re-sus-
pended in binding buffer (50 mM Tris HCl pH 7.8, 500 mM NaCl and
20 mM imidazole) with 1 mM PMSF (phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride)
and disrupted by sonication. After centrifugation (18.514×g for
20 min at 4 °C), TtHMPPK was heated at 70 °C for 10 min, chilled on ice,
and centrifuged again. The soluble fractions were loaded onto a Ni+2-
Sepharose affinity column (HisTrap HP, GE Healthcare). The proteins
were eluted with a linear gradient of imidazole between 20 and
500 mM and fractions containing enzyme activity were pooled. After

Fig. 1. Synthesis of HMP-PP in the thiamine biosynthesis pathway.
I. HMP, II. HMP-P, III. HMP-PP. The first step in the path corresponds to the
phosphorylation of HMP (HMPK activity), which can be made by the products
of the thiD and pdxK genes. The second step is the incorporation of a second
phosphate (HMPPK activity), which can only be made by the enzyme coded by
the thiD gene.
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the affinity chromatography, StHMPPK was dialyzed against 50 mM
Tris-HCl pH 8.4, 100 mM arginine and 20% glycerol. TtHMPPK was
dialyzed against 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 300 mM NaCl, 100 mM arginine
and 20% glycerol. Protein concentration was determined using the Bio-
Rad protein assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) and BSA Standard
(Bovine serum albumin, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA,
USA) as a reference. Enzymes purity was analyzed by SDS-PAGE stained
with Coomassie Blue and purified proteins were stored at −80 °C in
presence of 20% glycerol.

2.3. Anion exchange by HPLC

The appearance of HMP, HMP-P, and HMP-PP during the reaction
time was analyzed by high performance liquid chromatography (Waters
1525 HPLC) using an anion exchange column (MonoQ HR 5/5,
Pharmacia Biotechnology), in 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 and a gradient
from 0 to 35% of 1 M NaCl at 1 mL/min. The phosphorylated products
were measured by absorbance at 235 nm (Waters 2487 absorbance
detector). The enzymatic reaction was stopped at different incubation
times with 50 mM EDTA and the protein was removed from the sample
by ultrafiltration (10 kDa cutoff Amicon, Sigma-Aldrich). 20 μL samples
were loaded in the column.

2.4. Kinase activity assay

HMPK activity was measured following the appearance of ADP in a
coupled assay with pyruvate kinase/lactate dehydrogenase, measuring
the oxidation of NADH at 340 nm in a photodiode array spectro-
photometer (Hewlett Packard/Agilent 8453). The coupled assay con-
tained 0.8 U/mL of pyruvate kinase and 2.4 U/mL of lactate dehy-
drogenase, both from rabbit muscle (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.3 mM
phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), 125 mM KCl and 0.2 mM NADH. Enzyme
units (U) were calculated using an extinction coefficient of
6.22 mM−1 cm−1 for NADH and defined as μmoles/min of ADP.
Substrate specificity and ADP titration assays were performed in 50 mM
HEPES pH 7.0.

2.5. Steady-state models of enzyme kinetics

The HMP apparent Km and Vmax kinetic parameters for STHMPPK
and TtHMPPK were determined using a UV/visible Synergy 2 spectro-
photometer (BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA) and 96-well plates (model
269620; Nunc, Rochester, NY, USA); the measurements were performed
at 25 °C with 25 mM HEPES pH 8.0, an extinction coefficient of 6.22
mM−1cm−1 for NADH and a path length correction at 1 cm was used
for specific activity (U/mg, U = μmol/min) determinations. For both
enzymes the HMP saturation curves were obtained measuring initial
rates (v0) varying the HMP concentration at constant MgATP con-
centrations. All curves were adjusted to the data using a Michaelian
(hyperbolic) (Equation (1)) and a Hill model (Equation (2)). Akaike's
informative criteria (AICc) was used to discriminate between models.
Considering the kinetic mechanism described for ribokinase super-
family members [20], we used a sequential ordered mechanism to ob-
tain the true KM for HMP and MgATP from Fig. 4B using equation (3).
This equation describes a hyperbolic function that intersects the Y-axis
at a non-zero value, which intersects corresponds to α/β. In the case
where HMP is the first substrate (A), α is equal to KiaKb and β is defined
as Kb. Otherwise, if HMP is the second substrate (B) to bind to the
enzyme, α is equal to KiaKb/Ka and β corresponds to Ka [21]. It should
be noted that in both cases, β represents the KM for MgATP.
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2.6. Thermal stability

Protein thermal stability of StHMPPK and TtHMPPK was analyzed
monitoring the loss of secondary structure content in a Jasco spectro-
polarimeter (J-1500), coupled to a Peltier temperature control system
(PTC-517) following the molar ellipticity at 222 nm and using a 1 mm
path length cuvette. The protein concentration for both proteins was
0.2 mg/mL in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.8. Due to irre-
versible denaturation, the change in CD signal was monitored with a
change in temperature of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 3 °C/min. Native state
spectra were acquired at 25 °C using a scanning speed of 50 nm/min,
using the same buffer and protein concentration. Each spectrum is the
average of three accumulated (scans).

2.7. All-atom explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulation of StHMPPK
and TtHMPPK

Crystal structures of StHMPPK and TtHMPPK (PDB: 1JXH and 1UB0,
respectively), were used as initial coordinates to build the molecular
systems. Missing loops were added using Modeller v9.15. The proto-
nation states were assigned using the Propka software [22] im-
plemented in Maestro visualization software (Maestro (2014) Version
9.7, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY). The structures were solvated in a
TIP3P water orthorhombic box [23] with a 10 Å extension over the
protein surface using tleap from Ambertools14 [24]. Counter-ions (Na+

and Cl−) were placed as needed within the boxes to maintain the
electroneutrality of each system. All calculations were performed using
the parameters derived from the ff99SB force field [25]. Energy mini-
mizations were carried out following six successive stages of mini-
mization, wherein each minimization cycle consisted in 1,000 steps
using the steepest descent algorithm followed by 1,000 steps using a
conjugated gradient method. In the first stage, a harmonic positional
restraint of 500 kcal/mol Å2 was applied over the heavy solute atoms to
accommodate the solvent and the hydrogens of the protein. In the
following five stages, minimizations were carried out successively re-
ducing the restraint from 50 to 5 kcal/mol Å2. The minimized systems
were equilibrated under NVT conditions, heating the system from 100 K
to 300 K using the weak-coupling Berendsen thermostat [26,27] in a
window of 200 ps. Then, 10 ns-long equilibrations in NPT conditions
were carried out for each system, keeping a constant temperature of
300 K using the Berendsen thermostat and constant pressure of 1 atm
using the Berendsen barostat. Finally, two independent production MDS
of 40 ns were performed for each system under the same conditions of
the NPT equilibration with no restraints. All the simulations were done
using the Amber14 software [28], using periodic boundary conditions
with a time step of 2 fs. The SHAKE algorithm [29] for bond lengths
constraints involving hydrogen atoms was used. Non-bonded interac-
tions were calculated using a cut-off of 8 Å and the Particle Mesh Ewald
method [30] was used for treating long-range electrostatic interactions.

The RMSD of the systems was calculated using the RMSD trajectory
tool in VMD. For RMSF calculations, a reference structure was obtained
by choosing a representative frame using the cluster function available
in cpptraj [31]. For this, the structures produced during the MDS tra-
jectories were clustered using the density-based scan algorithm with an
epsilon value of 1.0 Å for Cα RMSD and 25 minimum points. The RMSF
was calculated aligning the structures in the trajectories to the re-
presentative structure using cpptraj.

Salt bridge (SB) interactions were determined using the Salt-Bridge
plugin for VMD [32]. The interactions were defined using a cut-off
distance of 4.5 Å between the oxygen-nitrogen pair. Interactions lasting
less than 10% of the simulation time were discarded.

To determine the amino acid composition in the core of each
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protein, the molecular surface per residue was calculated using the
WHAT-IF web server [33] employing the representative structure
chosen as described earlier. Residues with a molecular surface< 5 Å2

were considered to be part of the core, otherwise they were considered
to be exposed. The interatomic hydrophobic interactions were quanti-
fied using the native contacts function implemented in cpptraj. The
native contacts between hydrophobic residues in each simulation frame
were identified using a cut-off distance of 5 Å and ignoring hydrogen
atoms and interactions between residues spaced less than three posi-
tions apart within the peptide sequence.

3. Results

3.1. Phylogenetic tree of enzymes with HMP kinase activity

To determine the phylogenetic relationships among the bacterial
enzymes that display HMP kinase activity, we constructed a multiple
sequence alignment to build a maximum likelihood phylogenetical tree.
For this purpose, we retrieved sequences annotated as ThiD (HMPPK
products of thiD gene) or PdxK (PLK and PLK/HMPK-like products of
pdxK genes) from the UniProt database. Other sequences with PLK ac-
tivity annotated as PdxY were also incorporated, in addition to PdxK
(PLK) from eukaryotic organisms.

The phylogenetic tree (Fig. 2, Supplementary Fig. S1) shows that
PdxK proteins form two separate groups, where PLK/HMPPK-like en-
zymes (annotated mainly as PdxK and highlighted in purple) appear
distant from the canonical PdxK proteins (shown in red). PLK/HMPPK-
like enzymes (PdxK, purple) derived directly from ThiD, and only
comprises sequences from gram-positive organisms, like the enzymes
from Staphylococcus aureus [11] and Bacillus subtilis [5], which have
been previously characterized with HMPK and PLK activity. On the
other hand, all the ThiD enzymes (HMPPK) are clustered in one single
group (highlighted in blue). Finally, the phylogeny shows that cano-
nical PdxK (red) appear distant from the ThiD group (HMPPK), and are
closer to the PLK encoded by the pdxY gene. Also, if the phylogeny is
rooted in the eukaryotic PdxK (Supplementary Fig. S1), it is evident

that canonical PdxK and ThiD diverged early. Overall, the topology of
the branches within each group correlates well with their taxonomic
categorization (Supplementary Fig. S1), which strongly suggests that
the divergence between these enzymes occurred early during the bac-
terial evolutionary history.

3.2. HMPPKs from the order enterobacteriales and thermales can perform
double phosphorylation of HMP

Purified StHMPPK was highly unstable at room temperature, with a
strong trend to aggregate formation. After testing several conditions, we
found that in the presence of 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 100 mM
arginine the protein remains stable for hours. The addition of 20%
glycerol maintains the protein stable for months at−80 °C. For purified
TtHMPPK, optimal storage conditions included 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0
and 300 mM NaCl.

To assess the ability of the StHMPPK and TtHMPPK enzymes to carry
out the double phosphorylation of HMP, we performed stoichiometric
analysis of the product ADP and the HMP substrate by employing a
coupled assay with pyruvate kinase/lactate dehydrogenase and phos-
phoenolpyruvate that links the production of ADP to the consumption
of NADH (Fig. 3A). In conditions where HMP is the limiting substrate,
the phosphorylation of one molecule of ADP is coupled to the oxidation
of one NADH molecule, and the NADH/ADP ratio should be 1:1.
However, if HMP is phosphorylated twice, the oxidation of two NADH
molecules is expected for each HMP consumed. ADP titration curves for
both enzymes show a ratio [ADP/HMP] of 1.93 ± 0.30 and
1.73 ± 0.01 for StHMPPK and TtHMPPK, respectively (Fig. 3A). These
results show that under equilibrium reaction conditions, two ADP
molecules are generated per HMP consumed for both enzymes, sug-
gesting the ability of these enzymes to perform two consecutive HMP
phosphorylations.

To further assess the identity of the phosphorylated products, an
anionic exchange HPLC was performed. Since changes are expected
only in the phosphorylation degree of the HMP molecule, but not in the
methylpyridine moiety, significant differences in the product retention
times (HMP-P and HMP-PP) should be observed. Fig. 3B shows the
chromatograms of the StHMPPK reaction products at different incuba-
tion times. A time-dependent disappearance of the first peak, corre-
sponding to HMP, is observed. Also, a transient appearance of a second
peak, which disappears when the reaction tends to equilibrium, was
detected, and it could correspond to the HMP-P product. Finally, a
sustained appearance of a third peak, that could be identified as HMP-
PP, based on the number of its negative charges, was also detected.
When the area under each peak is plotted as a function of time
(Fig. 3C), a classical progress curve shape is observed for the appear-
ance of HMP-PP, the disappearance of HMP, and the transient emer-
gence of HMP-P. These results strongly support that the reaction stoi-
chiometry determined for these enzymes is due to their ability to
catalyze the double phosphorylation of HMP.

3.3. Substrate specificity

Previous characterizations of the HMPPK enzymes from E. coli [8],
S. aureus [7], and B. subtilis [5] have shown that these enzymes are
highly specific for HMP. This situation differs from what was reported
for the PLK/HMPPK-like closely related homologs which are catalyti-
cally promiscuous, being able to phosphorylate HMP as well as different
forms of vitamin B6, like pyridoxal (PL), pyridoxine (PN) and pyr-
idoxamine (PM) [11].

With the aim to evaluate if the substrate specificity reported for
orthologous proteins is a conserved trait in the HMPPK from S. typhi-
murium and T. thermophilus, we assayed their activity using PL, PN, and
PM as substrates (Fig. 3D). No significant ADP production was ob-
served, in agreement with experiments previously reported for other
HMPPKs, highlighting the fact that these enzymes are not promiscuous

Fig. 2. Schematic unrooted phylogenetic tree of ThiD and PdxK proteins.
Branches were colored as follows: blue, ThiD (HMPPK); purple, PdxK (PLK/
HMPPK-like group); red, PdxK (canonical group); green, PdxY; yellow, eu-
karyotic PdxK. Enzymatic activities of interest are indicated with their re-
spective EC number and experimentally characterized proteins in this work are
depicted in the tree. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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and that they only participate in the thiamine biosynthesis pathway.

3.4. Kinetic characterization

A more detailed kinetic analysis for StHMPPK and TtHMPPK was
performed by measuring saturation curves for HMP at different MgATP
concentrations. For StHMPPK, HMP saturation curves show a hyper-
bolic behavior (Fig. 4A). By fitting a Michaelis-Menten model to the
data, changes in the apparent KM and Vmax values as a function of the
MgATP concentration were obtained (Supplementary Table S1). From
these results, information regarding the kinetic mechanism can be ob-
tained.

For an ordered sequential mechanism, an equation for the change of
the apparent KM for one substrate as a function of the co-substrate has
been reported [21], which describes a hyperbole that intersects the Y-
axis at a non-zero value (equation (3)). Analysis of the KM for HMP as a
function of the MgATP concentration shows that indeed this is the be-
havior observed (Fig. 4B). In contrast, for a ping pong mechanism a

hyperbole intersecting the origin should be observed. So, this result
strongly suggests that StHMPPK has a substrate-binding mechanism
that involves a ternary complex formation, like the one described for
other kinases from the ribokinase superfamily [20], discarding the ping-
pong mechanism displayed by other phosphotransferases [34]. Thus,
assuming an ordered sequential mechanism, the true KM values ob-
tained for HMP and MgATP were 17 ± 1 μM and 0.74 ± 17 mM,
respectively. On the other hand, the variation of the apparent Vmax as a
function of the MgATP concentration (Fig. 4C), does not show a hy-
perbolic behavior. Instead, fitting the Hill equation to the data gives an
h coefficient less than 1 (0.42 ± 0.02), which can be interpreted as
strong negative cooperativity for MgATP or that more than one process
is co-occurring during the reaction course. When the MgATP saturation
curves were performed at high HMP concentrations (220 μM, insert
Fig. 4D) fitting the Hill equation to the data gives an h coefficient of
0.40 (Fig. 4D). Otherwise, MgATP saturation curves at low concentra-
tion of HMP (4 μM), can be clearly adjusted to a hyperbolic behavior
(insert Fig. 4D), showing that the cooperativity of the curves depends

Fig. 3. Assessment of the capability of StHMPPK and TtHMPPK to perform double phosphorylation on HMP.
A) Representative titration curves of ADP production following the change of NADH absorbance for StHMPPK (blue) and TtHMPPK (red) in the presence of 50 μM
HMP, 1 mM ATP, 6 mMMgCl2 and 0.5 μM or 10 μM of StHMPPK and TtHMPPK, respectively. The [ADP/HMP] ratio was 1.93 ± 0.30 and 1.73 ± 0.01 for StHMPPK
and TtHMPPK, respectively B) Chromatographic separation of the reaction products after different incubation times. The compounds were labeled as: 1 (HMP), 2
(HMP-P) and 3 (HMP-PP). C) Time courses of production and disappearance of HMP, HMP-P and HMP-PP were quantified as the area under the peak of the
chromatograms shown in B. D) Relative activity of StHMPPK (blue bars) and TtHMPPK (red bars) in the presence of 100 μM of HMP, pyridoxal (PL), pyridoxine (PN),
or pyridoxamine (PM). Results were normalized against the activity measured in the presence of HMP 300 μM ATP, 5 mM MgCl2. The error bars correspond to the
standard deviation of three replicates. All kinetic assays were performed in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.0 at 37 °C. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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on the HMP concentration.
Unfortunately, since for TtHMPPK the apparent KM for HMP is less

than 5 μM at all the MgATP concentrations tested (Supplementary Fig.
S2), the saturation curves and the corresponding fittings present high
statistical errors (Supplementary Table S2). Despite that, and con-
sidering the variation of Vmax at different MgATP concentrations, the fit
to the Hill equation also gives an h index less than 1, following the same
trend observed with StHMPPK. Also, it is important to note that the KM

for HMP and MgATP (10 and 700 μM, respectively) were determined at
25 °C, far from the ecological niche temperature of T. thermophilus
(65 °C).

3.5. Stability and structural differences between StHMPPK and TtHMPPK

The thermal stability of StHMPPK and TtHMPPK was assessed by
determining the melting temperature (Tm) through circular dichroism
at different temperature ramps (Fig. 5, Supplementary Table S3). The
average Tm observerd for TtHMPPK was 83.1 °C, meanwhile for
StHMPPK was 50.1 °C. In all the ramps tested, the TtHMPPK enzyme
shows a difference in the Tm value of 30 °C or higher than the one for
StHMPPK, confirming its high thermal stability.

To seek for determinants of thermal stability, we used the crystal
structures for StHMPPK and TtHMPPK in the Apo form, available in the
PDB (PDB 1JXH and 1UB0, respectively), to perform MDS of each
system to get insights regarding their conformational dynamics.
Analysis of the RMSD of both systems (insert graph, Fig. 6A), shows that
for StHMPPK values are around 1 Å higher than for TtHMPPK. To search
for differences in local flexibility, we calculated the RMSF per residue
from the last 40 ns of the trajectories for both systems. Fig. 6A shows
the average RMSF values derived from two replicas. Both proteins show
a similar profile, where the regions exhibiting higher flexibility are
conserved. Nevertheless, a significant difference in the magnitude of

Fig. 4. Kinetic characterization of StHMPPK.
A) HMP saturation curves at several MgATP con-
centrations. A Michaelis-Menten equation was fitted
to the data and apparent KM and Vmax were obtained.
B) Variation of apparent KM as a function of the ATP
concentration. The best fit was a hyperbolic function
with a non-zero value for Y-axis intersection
(4.8 ± 0.4 mM) and giving KM value of 17 ± 1 μM
for HMP and 0.74 ± 0.17 mM for MgATP. C)
Variation of apparent Vmax as a function of MgATP
concentration. Empirically the best fitting was to the
Hill equation with an h index of 0.42 ± 0.02, a K′ of
2.12 ± 0.47 and a Vmax extrapolated at infinite
MgATP concentration of 2.66 ± 0.39 U/mg. D)
MgATP saturations curves at high (220 μM) and low
(4 μM) HMP concentrations. At high HMP con-
centrations (black circles) the MgATP saturation
curve does not follow the Michaelis-Menten equation
(black line), showing the best fit to the Hill equation
(red line) with an h index of 0.40 ± 0.01. At low
HMP concentration (white circles), the best fit is the
Michaelis-Menten model. Insert: residual plot for fit-
ting of the Michaelis-Menten model to the MgATP
saturation curves. All assays were carried out at 25 °C
with 25 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 5 mM in excess of MgCl2
over the ATP concentration and 125 mM KCl. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)

Fig. 5. Thermal stability of StHMPPK and TtHMPPK.
StHMPPK (blue) and TtHMPPK (red) assayed through CD with different tem-
perature gradients, 0.5 (circle), 1.0 (up triangle), 2.0 (rhombus) and 3.0 (down
triangle) °C/min. The insert shows the native CD spectra at 25 °C for StHMPPK
(blue) and TtHMPPK (red). (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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this parameter is observed, indicating that structure fluctuations in
StHMPPK are notoriously higher than those of TtHMPPK. Mapping the
RMSF values on the respective protein structure shows that regions
with higher flexibility are located nearby the active site of the enzymes
as well as in the N- and C-terminal regions.(Fig. 6B).

To explore the structural determinants that could explain the
striking differences in the conformational dynamics between StHMPPK
and TtHMPPK, we analyzed some of the structural hallmarks commonly
related to enhanced thermal stability, such as electrostatic interactions
(i.e., hydrogen bonds and salt-bridges) [35–37] and hydrophobic effects
[36,38,39]. First, we investigated the role of salt bridges (SB) and hy-
drogen bonds (HB) interactions using MDS trajectories obtained during
simulations. SB were defined as interactions between oppositely
charged residues within a distance no larger than 4.5 Å and persisting
in at least 10% of the MDS time analyzed (Table 1). A total of 18 SB
pairs were found in StHMPPK while for TtHMPPK 25 SB pairs could be
recognized. Interestingly, a great number of the SB found in TtHMPPK
are rather short-lived. These charged residues establish interactions
with different partners and, therefore, create a more intricate

interaction network than its mesostable counterpart (Fig. 7A). Re-
garding the HB interactions, it is worth noticing that the total number
does not correlate with differences in the thermal stability of these
proteins, since during the molecular dynamics simulations, TtHMPPK
showed a smaller number of HB than StHMPPK (Table 1). These results
show that the number of SB, but not the number of HB, could directly
contribute to the stabilization of the more thermostable protein archi-
tecture in these enzymes.

To asses if there were any significant differences in the hydrophobic
cores, we analyzed the amino acid composition for both proteins. First,
we chose representative structures from the MDS through cluster ana-
lysis, using the density-based scan algorithm implemented in cpptraj
from Ambertools14 [24]. Residues were categorized as exposed to the
surface or buried within the core depending on their exposed molecular
surface area. Those with an exposed molecular surface> 5 Å2 were
considered to be exposed, otherwise they were considered as part of the
protein core. The hydrophobic core of TtHMPPK has a higher content of
apolar residues (Fig. 7B), mainly given by an increment of alanine and a
slight reduction in polar residues (Supplementary Fig. S3). To analyze
whether these changes have an impact on the number of hydrophobic
interactions, we quantified the interatomic native contacts mediated by
these residues in each protein. The results are shown as distribution
histograms of the number of hydrophobic interatomic contacts per si-
mulation frame (Fig. 7C). StHMPPK has an overall lower amount of
interactions with a broader distribution curve than TtHMPPK, meaning
that there is a remarkable difference in the hydrophobic packing of the
mesostable and the thermostable protein.

Overall, the MDS results showed that StHMPPK and TtHMPPK have
striking differences in their conformational flexibility that can be linked
to their differences in the electrostatic interaction network, given
mainly by the SB network and the hydrophobic packing of the struc-
ture.

Fig. 6. Conformational flexibility of StHMPPK and
TtHMPPK assessed by molecular dynamics simu-
lation. A) RMSF variation per residue for StHMPPK
(blue) and TtHMPPK (red). The inset shows the RMSD
variation of the Cα during the trajectories for
StHMPPK (blue and light blue for each replica) and
TtHMPPK (red and orange for each replica). B)
Differences in conformational flexibility between
StHMPPK and TtHMPPK mapped on their respective
structures. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)

Table 1
The total number of intramolecular interactions found during at least 10% of
the simulation time in StHMPPK and TtHMPPK.

Type of Interaction Protein

StHMPPK TtHMPPK

Salt bridges 18 25
Inter-atomic native contacts between hydrophobic

residues
1624 1846

Hydrophobic residues pairs forming native contacts 251 287
Hydrogen bonds between backbone atoms 194 186
Hydrogen bonds between side chains 99 69
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4. Discussion

Enzymes with HMP kinase activity constitute a heterogeneous
group, where multiple proteins participating in different pathways can
be found, generating miss annotation of their function. Our results from
phylogenetic analysis shed light on the evolutionary history of these
groups of enzymes. These results agree with what was proposed by
Nodwell et al., and Newman et al. [10,11], that the enzymes referred as
PLK/HMPPK-like constitute a distinct group from the canonical PLK
and are closely related to the HMPP kinases encoded by the thiD gene.
Since the gene annotation for PLK/HMPPK-like and canonical PLK re-
main the same (both referred to as products of a pdxK gene), our results
help to establish that they are indeed different proteins and should be
annotated distinctly to avoid further confusion.

The biochemical characterization of the HMPPK from S. typhi-
murium and T. thermophilus shows that they behave in a similar way
regarding substrate specificity and catalytical properties to previously
described HMPP kinases [5,7,8]. The high substrate specificity dis-
played by these enzymes also seems to be a conserved feature among
them, which suggests that they only participate in the thiamine bio-
synthesis pathway. Stoichiometric analysis and time course experi-
ments of product appearance indicate that both enzymes maintain the
capability to catalyze two consecutive phosphorylations on HMP, even
when they have been subjected to very different selective pressures,
regarding the temperature of their niches, suggesting that this feature is
conserved among all HMPPK and may correspond to a critical adap-
tation trait for thiamine biosynthesis.

A more in-depth look into the results, obtained from initial rate
steady-state kinetics, also could give evidence for the two consecutive
phosphorylation reactions catalyzed by these enzymes. If we analyze

the deviation from the hyperbolic behavior of MgATP saturation curves
at high HMP concentration obtained for StHMPPK, we found that these
results are better modelled assuming strong negative cooperativity.
However, at low HMP concentrations a better fit was obtained with a
Michaelian model. An explanation for this phenomenon would rely on
the product detection system used to follow the reaction; since ADP is
the product measured in the coupled assay it must be considered that it
is generated in both phosphorylation reactions. At high HMP con-
centrations, the availability of HMP-P required for the second reaction
is increased, and thus, there are two independent ATP consuming re-
actions that contribute to the overall ADP production, which would
explain the cooperative behavior. Conversely, when the HMP con-
centration is low, the second phosphorylation reaction (HMP-P phos-
phorylation) does not contribute significantly to the ADP production,
regardless of the ATP concentration, so a hyperbolic behavior is ob-
served. In addition, the negative cooperativity could be explained if the
rate of the second phosphorylation is much slower than the first, which
is consistent with reports from other HMPPK where the rate of the
second phosphorylation is up to 80 fold slower [40].

From the steady-state kinetics, as well as information regarding the
type of kinetic mechanism can also be obtained. Although the assays
performed preclude to obtain the substrate-binding order, and also,
product inhibition assays are difficult to perform in systems with in-
termediaries (such as HMP-P), the results strongly support that the
reaction mechanism of StHMPPK proceeds through a ternary complex
formation, discarding a ping pong mechanism and being an ordered
sequential mechanism enough to fit the kinetic parameters, but not
ruling out more complex mechanisms like random sequential. For the
thermophilic enzyme TtHMPPK, an ordered sequential mechanism is
also consistent with kinetic parameters, although such parameters are

Fig. 7. Quantification of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions in StHMPPK and TtHMPPK.
A) Salt bridge (SB) interactions in StHMPPK and TtHMPPK. SB are shown as lines joining the Cα of the interacting residues and colored according to their permanence
during the simulation time analyzed. B) Differences in the amino acid composition at the core of StHMPPK and TtHMPPK (shown as van der Waals spheres). Apolar
residues are shown in yellow, non-charged polar residues are shown in green, acidic residues are shown in red and basic residues are shown in blue. C) Interatomic
hydrophobic contacts in the structure of StHMPPK (blue), and TtHMPPK (red) identified in each simulation frame. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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valid only at 25 °C.
Given the remarkable differences in the ecological niches where S.

typhimurium and T. thermophilus thrive and the high structural similarity
of their HMPPK, they represent an excellent model to explore the
structural basis of thermal stability in the vitamin kinases family.
Regarding this, StHMPPK and TtHMPPK proteins showed thermal sta-
bility according to their ecological niches, displaying a difference of at
least 30 °C in their Tm values. Considering that thermal stability has
been established as a property deeply tied to conformational flexibility
[41], we explored the underlying structural and dynamical differences
between both proteins through MDS. Our results agree with the notion
that, at short time scales (below μs), thermally stable proteins have a
more rigid backbone than proteins from mesophilic organisms. These
results are in good agreement with the idea of a trade-off between ac-
tivity and stability, suggesting that the increased stiffness of the active
site of TtHMPPK is needed to maintain protein stability [42]. Our
analyses revealed that this feature could be mainly attributed to two
structural features: a higher amount of electrostatic interactions and the
hydrophobic packing. Numerous previous reports have pointed out that
salt bridges play a significant role in the thermal stability of a protein,
since the increasing number of interactions imply a higher enthalpic
contribution to the native state [35–37]. Also, the contribution of the
hydrophobic effect to protein stability has been extensively reviewed in
the literature [36,38,39]. The presence of a bulkier apolar core in
TtHMPPK might increase the entropic cost of its exposure to the solvent
upon denaturation, thus making the unfolded state less favorable.
Moreover, our results show that TtHMPPK has a sharper distribution of
interatomic hydrophobic contacts along the MDS trajectories compared
to StHMPPK, which has a broader distribution. This further supports the
idea that a thermostable protein has restricted motions, due to the
narrower space of conformations that can explore, whereas a me-
sostable protein can explore conformations with small and large
number of hydrophobic interatomic contacts.

An increased number of hydrogen bonds has also been related to
enhanced thermal stability [36]; however, TtHMPPK displays fewer
hydrogen bonds than StHMPPK. This result supports the fact that the
structural adaptations by which a protein becomes more thermostable
than its mesophilic homologs strongly depend on the particular fold
under study as well as on its particular evolutionary history [43].
Therefore, in the case of these two HMPPK enzymes analyzed in this
work, hydrophobic packing and salt bridges would be the structural
determinants of thermal stability. Nonetheless, further studies with
other members of the vitamin kinase family should be carried out to
determine the generality of this adaptation mechanisms.

5. Conclusions

Phylogenetic analysis showed that PLK/HMPPK-like and canonical
PLK enzymes, both annotated as pdxK, have a different evolutionary
history and must be annotated distinctly. Characterization of the S.
typhimurium (StHMPPK) and T. termophillus (TtHMPPK) enzymes in-
dicate that both can perform double phosphorylation on HMP, being
specific for this substrate and thus only participate in the thiamine
biosynthesis pathway. Besides, kinetic analyzes are consistent with the
formation of a ternary complex during catalysis, which can be modelled
through an ordered sequential mechanism. Molecular dynamics simu-
lation studies to establish the structural traits for the differential
thermal stability of these two enzymes show striking differences in their
conformational flexibility, mainly near the active site regions. These
variations can be associated with their hydrophobic packings and
electrostatic interaction networks, given principally by the salt bridges
networks, but not by the number of hydrogen bonds present.
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